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1. When bidder requa&ts permission to correct
' ¼ . a mistake. in-tts, bil' and ccrrection would

'reslt in displauing\'he'low bid, correction
.j is18 not permitted unlep thb existence of the

mistpke and the bid aoi.ua11y intended are
i.'> !ascei-tainable substantiilly from the invita-

tion and the bid itself A1

"'',i 2. n'hthe event of a d scropxnay between unit
.>.4¢'. -.'., priceat Ond extended priceslo\ where the bid

would 'be low only. if' th exX.ended prices gov-
AZ#.!ii 'erned,.the unit prices may P%7t be correoted
'fll,- downward'to.bb consistent with the extended

prices'unless it'can reasonably be ascer-
tamned from ,the bid ititelf that the extended
prices;actually were intended. Y

ii l'l See Clear.11intenance Corp: protetts the proposed
''R.'U * ,laward of a contract. to CustodXal Guidariie Systems,

Inc. to furnish janitorialand elevator\'operator
services at"thoe Federal Bu'ildihg in Brooklyni New York,
under Geniral.ervices Administration (GSM) invitation

. . '. .l£for bids (IFB) No. 2PPB-DS-24094. See.Cldear, the
I.V d ;\^ tsecouid lowest bidder, requests'permission to correct

:, its b$igd which would result in the displacemaent of
:Custodial's low bid. There is a discrepancy between
.See Cl4ar's monthly"(unit) price and the total price
.. Vfor the"contibt, We deny the protest, f

7> L. .The,.solicitation.called for a monthly' rle for a4 n, sN ,4ix-montI~ contract period as wellt as for a six-mnonth
It J.l' 5option period. Award was to be based on the lov'itotal

.i. . t' ;bid for bise and option service, as determined by the
bY., . Jcontractin' off 4cer after extending the me'zrthly \

: prices--extended prices were not solicited. See Clear
entered on its bid in the appropriate place a monthly
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price of $78,830 for the initial six-month contract
period, Just above the Mponthly price, See Clear wrote
the figure $448f980# evidently the extended price for
the six-month period, However, six times $78,830 does
noxt equal $448,980, Rather, six times $74,830 would
equal $448f980, For the option period,, See Clear bid
$79yM3 per month, and also entered on the form an
extended price of $478,900, which Ls the correct reslult
of six times the monthly price.

C'ustodial's total price was $945,630 for the
year, See Clear's total price, determined by extending
the monthly prices actually entered, w4as $957#560o,

See'~Clear claims that its secretary, who had pre-
pared the bid mistakenly entered the bid price of
$78,830 per month for the initial period, instead of
the intended bid price of $74,830. ,Spa Clear clarims
that the total bid price for evaluation purposes t;.ere-
fore should,)er $927,960, the total of $448j980 and
fi478,980* Sine Clear contends that the evidence ls
clear that $S27,960,was its intended bid because ;rhe
bid bond accompanying the bid was based oln a tot'ltlbid
of $927, 960.

. I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I

GSA reviewed See Clear's workpapers in response to
the protest, GSA reports that based. on that review it
believes that See Clear indeed entered a mlstaken,
monthly price for the initial six-month percod, nracd
that the extended price off$440,0or was the bid
actually intended for the base period* GSA ,therefore
believes that See Clear should be permitted to correct
its bid to make the monthly price for the base period
consistent $ith the extended price that See Clear
voluntarily entered on the bid form, We do not agreen

We first pont ,out thatiGSA's use of See Cleares
work papers to establish the allegedly intended price
was Improper, When a bidder requests permission to
correct a mistake in the bid and such correction would
result in displacing a lower bids correction cannot be
permitted unless the existence of the mistake and ihe
bid actually intended fre ascertainable substantially
from the bid itself, without resort to the bidder' 
worksheets. Federal Procurement Regulations Uprse)
f 1-2h406-3(s)(3) ,1964 edo)4

. Se C r .

clear that $S27,960 was its intended bid becausq 'r" -;., iX 'e
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.In deciding cases involving bid corrections which
wouIl displace the low bidder, we generally have exam-
ined the degree to whicsh the asserted correct Lid is
the only reasonable interpretation, Ascertainable sub-
stantiAlay from the bid itself, of 'the claimed mis-
take, T'eor instance, we have denied'correction wherz
there was no wai'ytp tell from the bid whether a unit
price or its dis.repant total was correct and either
would have been reasonnble. Broken Lance Enterp~rises,
Inc., 57 Comp, Gen, 410 (1978, 78-81 CPD 27F9 &ii-
versely, wei have permitted correction of a unit price
to correspond to an extended total where the total
price represented the only reasonable alternative. See
-East Day Auto SupPly, Inc., B-192012, September 5,
1978, 78-2 CPD 170.

* Here, both the monthly price actually entered for
the base period--$78,830--and the allegedly intended
monthly price--$74,830--certainly are reasonable, lWe
note that a monthly price of $78,030 alao is reasonable
compared to the monthly option period price of
$79,830. The only evidence in the bid that pos3ibly
can support See Clear's claim is the bid bond.

We have, ip fadt, considered the amount of a bii
bond or bid deposit as one factor in determining
whether the error occurred in tht unit. or total price.
For example, in B-15882,r April 13, 1966, the sole bid-
der offered $,236 per pound foul 240,000 pounds of bone
and meat ttimmings,'which when extended should have
totaled $56,640} However, the bidder had entered a
total brice of $5,664, one-tenth that amount, and had
submitted a bid deposit of $1, 1 3 2 .8 0 which was pre-
cisely the required 20 percent of $5,664. Under these
cirriumstances, we concluded that an obvious decimal
point:error had occurred in the unit price', and per-
mitted modification of the contract to reflect an
intended unit price of $.0236, in lieu of $.2361 In
Monnouth Painting Co., Inc., B-1(:3422, July 9, 1975,
75-2 CPD 23, howevertthe amount of the bid bond was
not persuasive because there was not as precise a rela-
tionship between that amount and the claimed price.

We are not inclined to permit correction here for
a number of reasons.
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Initially, we view it ae important that the
extended prices that See Clear wnuld have the Govern-
ment rely on werd not solicited, As stated above, the
IraB requested on'> that bidders insevt monthly prices
and, while See Clear did so, it simply also entered
apparant six-month extensions in blank SptC3 in the
bidding Pchedule over the monthly entries, W'e believe
that a bidder that makes an extraneous entry in the bid
and then claims that entry as the intended bid price
should bear a particularly difficult burden to shcw
that the solicited, reasonable prices were mistaken and
that the low bidder thus should be displaced,

Also, See Cleir's bond is incorrect on its face.
The IF1 requires a bid bond of five percept of the
total bid. Therefore,See Clear's bond should have
been approximately $47,000 if its alleged intended
total price wds $927,960. See Clear's bond, however,
itself is in an amount nct to exceed $927,960, the full
amount of the alleged intended bid, On its face,
therefore, the bond can support a bid of over $10 mil-
lion, Further, tne copy of the bid bond furnished to
our office shows some problem in entering the figure
8927,960--there appears to have been another figure in
the same space over which "$927,960" was written.

Wle recognize that the Indication that See Clear's
bond is not to exceed $927,960, rather than a lesser
figure, almost assuredly is in error, an6'we'are not in
a position to'determine the precise substance of the
other matter noted. Nonetheless, the fact that there
was at least one error ih the bond, and an apparent
problem in otherwise completing it, logically suggests
to us that there may have been another error, That is,
See Clear in fact may have intended the bid bond itself
to support a bid of $951 960, but merely carried over
its own mistake in eitending the monthly price actually
entered on the bidding schedule. Thus, thevmisteke
really might have been that while the monthly price
.ntered--$78,830--wus correct the uninvited extension
was wrong, and that error was Carried onto theBTid
bond, In this circumstinr.ce, we are not inclined to
accept an incorrectly completed bid bond as adequate
evidence that the extended price was the intended bid
so that the low bidder should be displaced, ...re the
unit price entered is reasonable.
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Fjinally, we ,oint out that a bidder does not
necessarily have to submit a bid bond for the full
AiiuWF5tFtthe bid in order for the bid to be
r-Isponsivet The insufticiency of a bid bond can be
waived if no other bids are received or if the
guarantee submitted is equal to orz<greater than the
difference between the low bid price and the price
stated ind.the next higher acceptable bid. FPR S
1-10,103-4' While the intentional submission of an
insufficient bid bond may be a rare bidding practice,
we believe that'this possibility simply adds to the
burden of a claimant seeking to displace the low bidder
and using the bid bond as the sole evidence of its
mistake,

In vtew of the above considerations, we believe
that the integrity of the competitive procurement sys-
tem precludes allowing See Clear to correct its bid.
The protest therefore is denied, and award should be
made to Custodial, the low bidder, if otherwise
appropriate.

A nting Comptroller eneral
of the United States
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